DEPARTMENT 211 DISPLAYS
Displays do not need to have the exact number of items that is
required in the individual classes. You must include any labels for
educational purposes (i.e. labeling herbs), if required in individual
classes. Recipes are not required for baked goods.
Examples:
 each type of tomato (i.e. slicing, plum, cherry) counts as one
item, no matter how many of each variety is presented
 a bunch of marigolds would be one item as would an
arrangement of flowers
 Baked goods- each type of cookies is one item and a bread is
one item.
 Stitching - three cross-stitch wall hangings are one item, three
wall hangings of different stitching techniques (cross-stitch,
crewel, needlepoint) are three items.
Judging will be based on:
Quality of individual exhibits 50%, General effect of presentation
30%, and Variety of exhibits 20%.
“General effect” means attractiveness to the eye, neatness, scale,
color scheme, theme and arrangement.
Class A Lot #1. Best Market Basket
Premiums: $10 $7 $5
Display must contain at least 4 of the following items: Flowers, fruit,
herbs, canning, baked goods, vegetables, maple syrup, honey, farm
crops, hand crafted items. All products must be grown and crafted by
exhibitor. Items should be exhibited in a basket or box not to exceed the
size of a bushel basket.
Class C Lot # 1. Family Display Table
Premiums: $25 $15 $10
This display will cover at least 15-square-feet of table space, or two
standard card tables together, consisting of articles that have been
grown or manufactured on the exhibitors’ property during the past
twelve (12) months. Exhibitor must provide own tables.

60% of the items in a Family Display must be agricultural.
 Agricultural items include vegetables, fruit, flowers, canning, dairy,
and “other agriculture” (Depts. 213-218).
 Non-agricultural items include baking, crafts, photography, handiwork
or sewing (Depts. 219-224)
 For example, if you have 20 items in your display, at least 12 of them
must be agricultural.
Exhibitor must denote which items are part of the theme and should not be
judged except for inclusion in the general effect of the exhibit.

DEPARTMENT 212

FAMILY BAKE SHOP

Class C Lot # 1. Family Bake Shop

Premiums: $10 $7 $5

Bake shop must include at least 5 items prepared by more than one member
of a family.
Include ages of family members indicating which items each person made.
For example: Mom, 42, chocolate cake. Recipes must be included.
Exhibitor must supply own card table for display. The arrangement of
exhibits on the table is also considered for judging.
Collections should include no more than one item from any class in
Department 219. Items should be chosen from Classes A2-A26 (in
Department 219), and must follow the guidelines for that class (i.e. 6
brownies, 1 cake).

